Santo Domingo Cease-Fire Signed

Provost Neville Announces 20-Minute Breaks For Fall

By J. M. STEERS
Associated Press

Neville announced Tuesday at road tracks, he said, points for speeding.

"The suits of Dr. Petras suggested Mrs. Head had lived under communism in 70's."

OAS Announces Four-Point Truce

On the eve of the Dominican Republic's first multiparty election in 1986, a four-point truce was announced to begin at 4:10 a.m. Thursday, May 6, 1965.
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EDITORIALS

Snags In Viet Protest

The MSU Committee for Peace in Vietnam is running into several snags in its plans to march from the campus to the state capitol in Lansing. The students were told by the state's attorney general that they cannot make speeches at the capitol.

The students plan to request another parade permit at least twice a week in advance of the demonstration. Perhaps they will also request the permit for a less busy day of the week.

This should eliminate both reasons the Council gave for denying the permit Monday night. We suspect that the Council may have denied the permit simply because it does not want a demonstration in Lansing during a state legislative session. We hope this is not the case and that the council will see that the request for a parade permit when it comes before them a second time.

Point Of View

Greeks Houses Should Reveal Racial Biases

By Dave Stewart

If someone ever asks me where I was when the great causes of mankind were on the march, I would hate to say that beastly Michigan State University. And it's a fact that the MSU chapter of the NAACP, the Canterbury Club, a student civil rights organization, was one of the groups that was denied permission to march from the campus to the state capitol.

I wish that a few students would stop to think how ridiculous they look when they refuse to allow the above groups to make speeches in the capitol. If they could read the disapproving faces on the faces of the speakers and the malcontent look in the eyes of the students, they would realize how ridiculous they look, just as I do.

Marchers Will Bring Change

To the Editor:

I would like to thank both the Michigan State University students and the students of the University of Michigan for all the support you have given me during these 24 years and during my 48-year period of study. I have always been a great believer in the power of the people and the power of the students, and this has always been evident in my work as an organizer and as a leader in the movement for world peace.

Unfortunately, the United States is not a nation of peace and the power of the students is not always evident in our country. However, the students of both universities have been a great inspiration to me and I am grateful for all the support I have received.

Only A Few Care About Their Society

By Edited

In every society there are a few people who care about the problems of their society and who are willing to do something about them. I believe that these people are truly great people, but unfortunately they are not the majority.

Dirty Tennis

Make A Picket!

To the Editor:

Editor's "Post of Duty" by H. P. Martin, was a very interesting article. However, I think that the students who are involved in the activities you mention are not doing enough to make a difference. If they are truly concerned about the issues they mention, they should do more than just write editorials.

Blood Drive Permission Slip

CONSULT AND TELLING FOR' PERSONS UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE

If CSR can lure a few students away from the sun deck, it will have served its purpose. As long as the best are in control, everything is fine. There have been many types of people to be proud of. When we have a library to fit the needs of all students, we will have a better sense of what we are working for.

Good Causes Must Be Chosen With Care

By Larry Tate

To the Editor:

One of the most important things we can do is to support good causes. We must be careful to choose the right causes and to support them in a way that is truly beneficial. If we support causes that are not truly beneficial, we will only be causing more harm.
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No Bodies On Floor

Giving—Nothing At All

By COLLEEN O'BRIEN

State Farm-Craft Writer

Are you afraid to give blood? If so, you should not be ashamed. I'm not afraid

...
AT BEST—SECOND BEST?

MSU: The Detroit Tigers Of The Big Ten

By DUANE LANCASTER
State News Sports Writer

"We expected to have a better record than this at this point," Litwiler said.

"In spring training, we were full of pep,

A host of factors have combined to deflate the Spartans. Not the least of these is the fact that "spring time" has been here for a month or more, and the team is ready to get playing. The Spartans are full of pep, but they haven't been able to turn it into wins.

"We've had our chances, but we've let them slip away," Litwiler said. "We've played well, but we've also played badly. It's been a mixed bag so far."
Politics & Poker Now ‘Golf & Poker’

By JOE MITCH
State News Sports Writer

Dorothy Randel in a poker game and hitting golf balls on a 175-yard fairway, apparently has a future in communications... yet.

This was a game in golf that the Southern girls and for the professional card players and the appraiser as well as severe in pain, to make

She figures she can do a hole-in-one in the 175 yard hole of the course.

If you’ve gone to be a good golfer," she said, "you’ve gone

to be a better poker player. Understand me,

whether you drop a hole-in-one in the first hole or score a

You may find that he can make a fortune playing.

At least that’s the way Randel’s a golf tilt John Eisenhower said.
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**Study At Other Schools Offered Grad Students**

Of the many activities engaged in by members of the MSU Political Science Association, one of the more unique is the study of other universities. Members have been provided opportunities to work at various universities, including Louisiana State, Purdue and Wisconsin.

**Greens Combine For ZTA Rush**

The !62-room and spacious Phi Beta Kappa house is providing a fruitful environment for interested and qualified mature students interested in working on a script, both through play

**On WKAR**

**Gamma Phi Beta**

The Gamma Phi Beta sorority has activated 21 pledges into the sorority, bringing the total number of members to 69. The Gamma Phi Beta sorority is the subject of an interest meeting and a discussion of its activities with Brian Rublein, MSL Philosophy Department.

**Wisconsin Feeling Academic Backlash**

NAZION, West-Watson's, the store which produced the best-selling book "I Was a Communist for the Defeated Cause," is feeling the heat of an academic backlash.

**Wisconsin Feeling Academic Backlash**

The MSU Political Science Association is offering opportunities to work at various universities, including Northwestern University and the University of Wisconsin.
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**Water Carnival Judging**

**Floats Compared On Basis Of Nightly 100-Point Scale**

"We did the Ten-Bash contest in order to see how 'Floating Ideas' were interpreted," said the 14 judges. "And we didn't try to force the creators to think like us."

The 100 points, awarded based on a standard set of specifications, are divided among the following factors:

- Visual effect: 35 points
- Construction: 25 points
- Creative use of theme: 20 points
- Mechanical complexity: 15 points
- Performing arts: 5 points

These factors are based on the creators' opinions on the exhibit. The judges are familiar with the mechanics involved in the construction of the exhibit. These points are based on the exhibit's creativity and how well those ideas are related to their theme.

**Study Planned Of Culture Lack**

"A lot of the people I talked to were actually interested in the new lingo," said one of the judges. "And we didn't try to force the creators to think like us."

"We didn't try to force the creators to think like us. We just wanted to see how well they could use their ideas to create something unique," said another judge.

**Deposed Dominican President Interviewed**

"I was deposed because I refused to give in to the pressures of the Left," the former president said.

Some of the judges were surprised by the amount of creativity that went into creating the exhibits. "We were amazed by the amount of creativity that went into creating the exhibits," said one of the judges.

"I understand the theme of each exhibit," said the former president. "I was deposed because I refused to give in to the pressures of the Left."

**MEA Installs New Leaders**

After the meeting, the new leaders were installed. "I'm looking forward to working with the new leaders," said the outgoing president. "I'm excited to see what they can do."
**MSU Lab Collects Scholars**

Common interest in the study of biology has brought scholars from around the world to an MSU laboratory. J. R. Bishai, a biochemist from Israel, is studying the spectroscopy of biological molecules. Klaus Dose and Ristatome, of the Czechoslovakia, have come to study the effects of radiation on biological systems. Schüler, of the German Physiological Institute, is working on the function of the DNA molecule.

**Foreign Students Honor 4**

The Honors Club will introduce four foreign scholars to the students as part of its program. The four scholars, from France, Germany, Italy, and Japan, will be honored for their contributions to their respective fields. The event will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 6, in the Union Building. Tickets are available at the Box Office for $2.00 each.

**Dines In 4 Countries**

**HRI Wine-Taster Surveys Europe**

By NANCY MENDISI Network Staff Writer

Students participating in the Honors Research Institute's wine-tasting surveys will travel to four countries to taste and evaluate wines. The countries include France, Germany, Italy, and Japan. The survey will take place from May 10 to May 13 and will involve students from various majors.

**Chicago to the Mountains**

The Transporation Service will offer a special trip to Chicago for students who want to visit the city during the summer break. The trip will depart on May 14 and return on May 16. Students are encouraged to reserve their seats early as the trip is expected to be fully booked.

**Placing Bureau**

Placement Bureau

The Placement Bureau is looking for students who are interested in working in the transportation and logistics industry. The Bureau will assist students in finding suitable positions and will provide guidance on job placement. Students interested in this opportunity should contact the Placement Bureau for more information.

**4 Cartels Control Major Oil Areas**

By BRUCE W. SMITH

State News Staff Writer

Although four major international cartels control the world's oil production, the effects of their activities on the global economy are not well understood. The cartels, which include the Arab Oil Producers' Cartel, the European Economic Community, the International Petroleum Cartel, and the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), have a significant impact on the world's oil market.

**Enrollment Encouraged in Summer**

**Spring Fling Dinner Set**

A "Spring Fling" dinner will be held on May 10 to encourage enrollment in the summer session. The dinner will feature music, dancing, and a special guest speaker. Students are encouraged to attend and bring a friend.

**Part Time**

**Piper Puff's Perfect Wins**

FLINT (AP) - The four-day Model Piper Puff's Perfect Tournament, sponsored by the American Tobacco Co., has ended with a victory for the model Piper Puff's Perfect. The model, developed by the American Tobacco Co., is expected to be a major success in the tobacco industry.

**Three Dorms Tied For Blood Donors**

Les Gourmets on campus, along with the Phi Sigma Delta fraternity, have announced that three dorms have tied for the most blood donors. The dorms are McMenimen Hall, Breslin Hall, and Sillman Hall.

**WILSON HOPES FOR CROSS-FIRE**

LANSING (AP) - The Michigan State News is calling for a cross-fire protest against the proposed budgets for the upcoming year. The protest is scheduled for May 14 and will be held at the State Capitol.

**MIDICO**

**Bator Opticians**

**Have You Forgotten Mom? Send Her Cut Flowers, a Plant or Corsage**

Whether Local or Out of Town

All orders handled quickly and delivered with satisfaction guaranteed.

**Send Flowers by Wire!**

**YESTERDAY'S FLORISTS ARE READY TO HELP TODAY**

**TROPPY BATTLE Two contenders in the International Club's Festival, "Talestales of Clubs," to be held Saturday, June 6, at the Michigan Union. The two contestants, shot for the best talent, Desmarteau Pinon, Long Beach, Calif., and Pink, of Faner, are shown posing for the trophy they will be given at Saturday's contest. Photo by David Skinner.**
**Colorful Weekend Set By S. Campus**

**Here Today**

Indian Fire

River Level Still High

**Five Cited In Science**

Shastri Halts

**Principal Here Today**

**Superconductors**

**Viet Marchers March Anyway**

Get rid of those grayer states at

Louise

Cleaners & Shirt Laundry

627 E. Grand River

ED 2-3077

**Grassroot Gain For Reds**

- Three Military Units
- The Viet Cong are divided into three types of military units. In the top are the main bases, crack troops infiltrated from China and provided with arms and equipment by the North Vietnamese, who are estimated to number 45,000, about equally divided between North and South. In the middle are the main bulk of the Viet Cong, estimated to number 80,000 to 90,000, about equally divided between North and South. The fact that these are not main bases is evidenced by the Viet Cong attacks from 1954 onward.

**Progressive Party**

The Wisconsin Off-Campus will hold a progressive party in the student union on March 9 from 8 to 10 p.m. Saturday. A Theodore (Ted) Steinberg from the Student League in New York, will address the meeting.

- Catalina teams trim surfer swim trunks with a matching jacket and the look is handsomely rugged, a great pair for Michigan's beaches this summer.

- Smooth, comfortable cotton twill in white, sand or blue. Trunks, 30-38 sizes 5.75

- Zip-front jacket 5.75

- S,M,L,XL

- 8.75

- Jacobson's MEN'S STORE

- The CANNON SHOP

- Catalina teams trim surfer swim trunks with a matching jacket and the look is handsomely rugged, a great pair for Michigan's beaches this summer.